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Google Play Store


The Google Play Store offers access to a variety of content, including applications, books, music, films, and TV programs. Hit the download button and you can install any app you want onto the device. Most of the apps are free of charge, but you need to pay a small amount of money to get some.


Do note that some paid applications are available to specific countries only. 


If you are into an application, tap on it to see ratings and comment from previous users. I truly appreciate this feature as I can learn a lot in the comment section.
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Surf VPN


Surf VPN is specially designed for mobile devices, offers an ultra fast speed, and extremely reliable security to users all over the world. 



● Why Surf VPN?

 ✓ FREE We offer free servers, 100% free forever!

 ✓ SIMPLE no registration required, just one-click to connect.

 ✓ UNLIMITED Truly unlimited, no session, bandwidth limitations.

 ✓ PRIVACY No logs, surf the web anonymously and privately.



● Prerequisites:

 - Android 4.0+ (Ice Cream Sandwich or newer)

 - Google Play services 11.4.2 or higher



● More:

 - Privacy Policy : http://bit.ly/3cAiO3w

 - Terms of Use : http://bit.ly/2VAr9hz



Hope you enjoy using Surf VPN！
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Galaxy VPN - VPN Unlimited


GalaxyVPN is a free and unlimited VPN (Virtual Private Network) proxy for Android devices. GalaxyVPN masks your IP address, encrypt your internet traffic, turns public Wi-Fi into a private network and helps unblock sites and apps on your Android phone so that you can access any restricted content safely and anonymously.
VPN (Virtual Private Network) works just like Tor proxy, also known as “the Onion Router”, to hide IP address and bypass internet censorship, to overcome geo-restriction and access the desired content. VPN (Virtual Private Network), however, has a much faster connection speed, and better privacy and security protection than Tor (the Onion Router).
Three main features of a VPN (Virtual Private Network):
• Incognito Browsing: using a VPN you don’t even have to install any incognito browser. Simply turn on your VPN and all of your Internet traffic is completely encrypted. Your online activities are completely anonymous.
• Wifi Safety: because all your online traffic is encrypted through a VPN, whatever public WiFi hotspot you are trying to access, you will be shielded from public Wifi risks and enjoy complete Wifi security.
• Location Spoofer: VPN hides your IP address so that your location is masked and you are able to bypass geo-restrictions to access any content anywhere.
 
Install GalaxyVPN Now to:
► Unblock Websites and Apps  
You can unblock any apps or websites using GalaxyVPN free & unlimited VPN. Bypass government censorship and geo-restrictions to access blocked websites from anywhere!
► Anonymous Connection and Privacy Protection
Using a VPN, your IP and location will be masked and your activities can no longer be tracked on the Internet. GalaxyVPN service is your privacy guard and better than web proxy servers.
► Secure Your Device
GalaxyVPN secures your Android device’s connection while you’re connected to public WiFi hotspots or cellular data networks. It works just like a free Tor proxy (the Onion Router) but it’s even more secured. Your password and your personal data are secured and you are protected from hacker attacks.
► Surf anonymously at Fast Speed
GalaxyVPN is fast! It detects your location automatically and connects you to the nearest and fastest server. As a result, your connection will be much faster than any other VPN or proxy providers.
GalaxyVPN free version shows ads. Upgrade to premium to enjoy unlimited and ad-free VPN!
Buisiness Partner
Common tool tutorial: https://bit.ly/319x6nr
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Google


The Google app keeps you in the know about things that matter to you. Find quick answers, explore your interests, and stay up to date with Discover. The more you use the Google app, the better it gets.


Search and browse:
- Nearby shops and restaurants
- Live sports scores and schedules
- Movies times, casts, and reviews
- Videos and images
- News, stock information, and more
- Anything you’d find on the web


Get personalized updates in Discover*:
- Stay in the know about topics that interest you
- Start your morning with weather and top news
- Get updates on sports, movies, and events
- Know as soon as your favorite artists drop new albums
- Get stories about your interests and hobbies
- Follow interesting topics, right from Search results


Unstable connection?
- Google will automatically optimize results to improve loading on bad connections
- If Google cannot complete a Search, you’ll get a notification with the search results once you regain connection


Learn more about what the Google app can do for you: http://www.google.com/search/about
*some features of Discover might not be available in all countries
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Lama VPN Free Unblock Site VPN Browser


Lama VPN is 100% free and unlimited VPN network.
one tap to connect vpn free and unblock sites and apps worldwide!
Download and choose any servers to protect your online privacy, access blocked sites and apps, watch videos (streaming content movies sports programs any other shows), accelerate games and bypass firewalls.
Free download the android VPN apk now.

Features:

✔️ 100% Free and Unlimited Access

No need to sign up/ register an account or add any debit card information no time and traffic limit. 

✔️ 1000+ VPN servers with 15+ Country Coverage across worldwide

Our VPN app provides 1000+ VPN servers located in United States, Germany, Australia, Canada, Singapore, Switzerland and more. 
Get full access to sites or app that are blocked or get different contents in different countries, like Netflix US.

✔️ Private Browsing

No Sign-up requirement and by hiding public IP, you no longer have to worry about any privacy issue when connected to wifi hotspot or accessing content from any sites.

✔️ Surf online safely and keep anonymous

Lama free VPN with high level encryption offers secure connection to protect private data keep your browsing anonymous.

✔️ Speed Boost

VPN free optimizes the network by auto-detecting and connecting the fastest and most stable DNS server to boost your web browsing speed.

► Support

💖 Don't forget to give us a ⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐ rating and share with your friends if you like us.

👉 If there’s any problem or suggestion related to Lama VPN please feel free to contact us on: [email protected].
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Toca Boca House Idea


Provide brand-new Toca Boca room decoration suggestions, a variety of different decoration styles, items, and decoration ideas for you to choose from, provide Toca players with various Toca Boca room decoration suggestions, and help Toca players better dress up their houses and ideas Come up with better ideas and ideas.

Toca Boca Room Ideas is an application that can help Toca players find a suitable decoration style and try different decoration styles. You can find the style that suits you by browsing our house decoration. If you find a good-looking style and want to try it, you can bookmark it first, or you can set a good-looking picture as a wallpaper.

Our features:

1. There are various styles of rooms, providing you with perfect suggestions.

2. The application is small in size and does not take up memory.

3. Keep updating continuously, which has more reference value.

4. The picture is high-definition, which is easier to view and use.

5. Completely free.

Disclaimer:

The clothing pictures and ideas in our application come from the sharing of Internet users, all of which are free and open. If the house pictures are protected by copyright, you can contact our email: [email protected]. The copyrighted image will be deleted immediately upon receipt. This app is made out of fan love for Toca games.

Our Privacy Policy:https://raw.githack.com/wiki/guujoy/toca_room_idea/info/privacy.html
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SnapTube VIP(VIP Unlocked)


VIP / Paid features unlocked
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大熊加速器



- feature
1. Dedicated line, no fear of evening rush hour;
2. Complete anonymity and privacy protection;
3. No user logs are kept;
4. Nodes are updated in real time;

Technical Support:
Telegram: @BigBearVPN
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BGM GFX TOOL - VIP FEATURES


A simple way to improve your game performance BGM GFX Tool is a free utility launcher for specific games where you can fully customize the game graphics to get beautiful pictures and smooth gameplay. App features:- • Change resolution • Unlock HDR graphics and all FPS levels • Fully control Anti-aliasing and shadows • And much more other useful options • I pad view • Potato graphics • New effect. All game versions are supported. How to use BGM GFX Tool:- • Close game if it’s currently running before starting GFX Tool • Choose your version of your game • Customize the graphics according to your desires and device capabilities. • Once everything is set, click on Accept and Run Game.
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MCPEDL for Minecraft


The MCPEDL App is a free, all-in-one tool for you. Here you can find all the latest and coolest mods, easily download them to your device and start playing right away!



Quickly discover, download and play. It really is that easy.

So, what adventure will you begin today?



Disclaimer: NOT AN OFFICIAL MINECRAFT PRODUCT. NOT APPROVED BY OR ASSOCIATED WITH MOJANG.
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Clockify Time Tracker


Clockify is the only 100% FREE time tracker app for teams. It allows you to track the time you spend on projects and analyze your productivity. Unlimited users and projects.



If you have any feedback, send us an email at [email protected]



FEATURES



» Insanely simple

Start timer with just one tap.



» Completely free, no ads

Unlimited everything for free (projects, users, reports). App doesn't collect any private data or serve any ads.



» Add time manually

Add time you forgot to track manually with two taps.



» Timer notification

Start and stop timer via status bar, without having to open the app.



» Reports

Breakdown of all your tracked time by project and date. See your whole team's time, or just yours.



» Default project

Set a default project for all new timers.



» Cross-platform

All your tracked data is synced and available via web browser, desktop app, and mobile app.



» Offline mode

Track time even if you don't have internet connection. Once you're back online, all your tracked time will be synced online.
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